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Background: With meristem tip culture, a single undifferentiated growing point of a plant is used to 
regenerate a new plant from which many new identical plants later can be vegetatively propagated. This 
process (especially when combined with heat treatment) can eliminate viruses, while preserving the 
genetic type of the mother plant. Initially, the regeneration occurs in a test tube free of bacteria and 
fungi. Propagation with differentiated plant materials will not free them of viruses, but this process can 
be modified to eliminate bacteria and fungi. Some have questioned whether certain bacteria are required 
for "normal" mint growth. For all methods, trueness to genetic type is of concern when one or a very 
few plants are selected as the source for all subsequent propagation. 

We determined that a previously unknown virus (a trichovirus) was eliminated by meristem tip culturing 
Black Mitcham peppermint. In an earlier field study, this virus-free mint grew more vigorously and 
yielded more hay but less oil in full season production than did virus-infected mint. When double cut, 
such virus free mint yielded as much oil as virus-infected mint. An alternative explanation, however, 
was that the source plant used in the meristem tip process was somehow genetically distinct from the 
virus-infected plants used in the field comparison. The study in progress here was designed to further 
investigate pathological and genetic processes. 

Methods: In field trials located in Montana and central Oregon, plantings were made in 1996 from 
rooted Black Mitcham peppermint and Scotch spearmint cuttings from the Mint Industry Research 
Council mother blocks. Mint performance and infection status will be followed for several years. Plants 
for field planting were propagated (a) with and without meristem tip culture from the same mother plant, 
(b) with and without a narrow selection base [propagation from one Vs many plants), and (c) 
propagation of virus-infected plants inside and outside of test tubes [with and without bacteria during 
early propagation] 

Results from 1997, the first full production year: 
♦ Meristemmed Black Mitcham peppermint again demonstrated greater vigor but less oil yield than 

non-meristemmed. In Montana, there was some suggestion that the more vigorous virus-free 
peppermint was more winter hardy than virus-infected peppermint when double cut. Virus status of 
field grown plants is still being determined 

♦ A distinctive virus was found in Scotch spearmint that is related to that found in peppermint. In 
Montana, virus-free spearmint (double cut) out-yielded virus-infected spearmint with respect to both 
hay and oil yield, and was it distinctly more winter hardy. In central Oregon, spearmint was single 
cut, and all treatments performed similarly 

♦ Some variation in field performance was found among field plots planted from mint developed from 
single plants Vs from many plants. This supports results of other Montana studies that field 
selections might result in distinctive varietal sub-types. Plant types selected for high vigor were not 
necessarily high yielding. 

♦ Test tube propagation methods and eliminating bacteria did not result in variable field performance.

Preliminary conclusions: Two distinctive viruses seem to directly impact mint performance. 
Distinctive clones may be developed when propagated from a narrow selection base; using vigor as a 
criterion for selection may result in poorer yields in the field. 


